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English Department, John Jay College CUNY 
Fall 2020 Course Offerings  
 

Field Course Sec Code Days Time Course Name Faculty 
Course Description 

ENG 131 96 3850   Self, Media, and Society Dabrowska 

ENG 131 99 1348   Self, Media and Society Capeloto 
In this fully online course, we will study social media, movies, advertising, 
journalism, and other media forms, to become literate of how the media 
influences our knowledge, work and social lives, and connects the self to 
society. Using a variety of cultural studies and media analysis methods, 
students will explore how media literacy impacts personal empowerment and 
participation in social and political life while engaging in media research and 
communication assignments. 

ENG 212 02 2725 MW 10:50 AM 
12:05 PM 

Creative Writing Weiner 

ENG 212 03 2726 TuTh 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Creative Writing Crosby 

ENG 212 99 2724   Creative Writing Berlin 
English 212 is a Creative Writing Workshop where students write original work 
in three genres (creative non-fiction, fiction, and poetry) and share their work 
with classmates. Short writing exercises, selected readings, and a look at the 
conscious choices writers make will provide the foundation for our workshops. 
This is a writing intensive course that serves as the gateway for the Creative 
Writing Minor. 

ENG 215 01 1340 W 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Poetry Writing and Reading Gibson 
In this course you will read and write poetry, learning from the techniques, 
voices and skills of many great poets from the past and present, and you will 
utilize such forms as free verse, rhyme, prose, the limerick, haiku, villanelle, 
pantoum and the sestina to generate your own collection of poetry.  
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ENG 216 02 1342 MW 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Fiction Writing Arnoldi 

ENG 216 99 1341   Fiction Writing Berlin 
English 216 is a Fiction Writing Workshop where students write original stories 
and share them in a workshop setting. Modern stories will be discussed and 
short exercises that highlight fiction’s structural building blocks will be assigned. 
But the bulk of the class is the workshop. We will write intensively. We will read 
each other’s work closely and provide detailed, constructive criticism. And we 
will learn how to shape and revise our realistic stories until they resonate. 

ENG 233 98 2301   News Reporting & Writing Harner 
In this section of ENG233: News Reporting and Writing, we will learn to write 
real stories about real New Yorkers during an election year and a global 
pandemic.  We’ll look for new perspectives on life in a changing city and we’ll 
document challenges and seek out bright spots.  We will cover finding sources, 
interviewing techniques, story structure, and basic photography for journalists. 
We’ll use a custom WordPress site to write and edit our stories, and we’ll work 
with the John Jay Sentinel editors to prepare our stories for possible publication 
in the Sentinel. 

ENG 233 99 2302   News Reporting & Writing Capeloto 
In this fully online course, students will learn the basics of conceiving, reporting 
and writing news and feature stories for publication. We will cover news value, 
leads, story structure, attribution, libel law, and ethics. Students will learn to 
read news critically and examine why journalism is so important at this moment 
in history. They will then apply what they've learned during one lab hour a 
week, generating story ideas, writing stories, and potentially preparing their 
content for publication on the student news website, The John Jay Sentinel. 

ENG 235 04 2671 TuTh 9:25 AM 
10:40AM 

Writing for Management, Business & Public Administration  

ENG 235 97 2870   Writing for Management, Business & Public Administration Polesny 
Whether you plan a career in law, business, civil service, public administration 
or waiting tables while you audition off Broadway, you’ll need to express 
yourself clearly, professionally and convincingly from your very first cover letter 
to your umpteenth promotion. In English 235, you’ll learn how to write clearly 
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and concisely in the real world, using the power of words to convince, 
compliment, complement, cajole, complain,  and create!   You’ll try forms of 
correspondence including memos, e-mails, reports and presentations.   You’ll 
read essays by the great business writer Peter Drucker, applying his ideas as 
you design a business or event you could actually undertake next year and 
even making a website for it! You’ll apply for jobs; you’ll request or complain 
through letters.  You’ll practice proofreading, revising and editing. Even though 
our fully-online community allows you to work asynchronously, you'll get close 
to your colleagues by reviewing each other’s work and supporting each other 
as you grow as a writer.  Most importantly, you’ll emerge from our course with a 
clear and powerful writing voice, all your own, to use in the workplace and 
beyond! 

ENG 235 98 1343   Writing for Management, Business & Public Administration McBeth 
In English 235, Writing for Business, students study and practice the genres of 
letters and forms that writers use in the business world.  In addition while 
writing according to a specific set of composing criteria, they also rehearse a 
writing style that offers them a broader and more flexible range of writing 
strategies and capabilities.  

ENG 235 99 2935   Writing for Management, Business & Public Administration McBeth 
In English 235, Writing for Business, students study and practice the genres of 
letters and forms that writers use in the business world.  In addition while 
writing according to a specific set of composing criteria, they also rehearse a 
writing style that offers them a broader and more flexible range of writing 
strategies and capabilities.  

ENG 250 02 1345 TuTh 9:25 AM 
10:40AM 

Writing for Legal Studies Petzke 

ENG 250 99 3590   Writing for Legal Studies Remeza 
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ENG 260 99 1349   Grammar, Syntax, and Style: Writing for all Disciplines Allen 
This course is for all students who want to understand better their own writing 
habits, to broaden the range of their various writing styles (whether for college 
or some other audience), and to overcome current communication/stylistic 
problems such as vagueness or repetitiveness. In the class, you will read 
essays about language, watch video lectures, graph sentences, share thoughts 
and questions with your peers, and do a stylistic analysis of a text of your 
choice." 

ENG 261 01 1326 F 9:25 AM 
1:30 PM 

Digital Video Production Davies 

ENG 320 01 2925 Tu 4:30 PM 
5:45 PM 

Writing Workshop: Autobiography Heiman 
Isn’t your fiction autobiographical? Even if your story is set on the planet 
Fantasia, aren’t you writing from an emotional core that belongs to you, that 
comes from your experience? In this course, a hands-on workshop in 
autobiographical writing, you’ll get down to the real material, your lived lives, 
your experience, your meaning. Autobiography/memoir is more than journal 
writing; it’s a disciplined craft that demands both the closeness to reexamine 
and reveal and the distance to shape and refine a piece of writing into a 
smooth narrative arc. We’ll start the course with readings in published 
autobiography/memoir and a hefty handful of exercises, and then move to the 
major autobiographical essays that will be the principal work of the course. 

LIT 106 03 1446 MW 9:25 AM 
10:40AM 

Introduction to Film  

LIT 106 04 1447 F 10:50 AM 
1:30 PM 

Introduction to Film Winson 

LIT 106 05 1448 TuTh 12:15 PM 
1:30 PM 

Introduction to Film  

LIT  106 07 1450 TuTh 9:25 AM 
10:40AM 

Introduction to Film  

LIT  106 96 1445   Introduction to Film Dolan 
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LIT  106 97 1444   Introduction to Film Dolan 

LIT  106 98 61542   Introduction to Film Narkunas 

LIT  106 99 3337   Introduction to Film Harner 
In this section of LIT106: Introduction to Film, we will learn to discuss film 
critically as art.  We’ll cover cinema history, technique, popular genres like 
drama, science fiction and horror, and acting styles.  Whether you like movies 
based on comic books, or movies starring Leonardo DiCaprio, or movies 
directed by Kathryn Bigelow or Christopher Nolan, you’ll learn why you like 
what you like, and what’s pleasurable about the viewing experience generally 
(even if it involves death and destruction and demonic clowns).  Finally, we’ll 
explore what the movies that our society produces, and consumes, can tell us 
about ourselves. 

LIT  223 01 2734 M 4:30PM 
5:45PM 

African-American Literature Endsley 

LIT  230 03 2274 Tu 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Ancient Literature: Expressions of the Living Past Heiman 
Traveling Heroes, Then and Now 
So that we might understand ancient peoples’ views of themselves and the 
world, discussions will take us into the areas of morality, war, heroism, gender, 
family, society and free will (and almost anywhere else you want to go). We’ll 
look at how ancient literary arts from the Middle East, India and Greece 
resonate in modernity, and our encounters with these texts and ideas may even 
lead toward an understanding of the challenging views of the world and 
ourselves that literature provides. 

LIT  230 04 2275 Tu 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Ancient Literature: Expressions of the Living Past Heiman 
Traveling Heroes, Then and Now 
So that we might understand ancient peoples’ views of themselves and the 
world, discussions will take us into the areas of morality, war, heroism, gender, 
family, society and free will (and almost anywhere else you want to go). We’ll 
look at how ancient literary arts from the Middle East, India and Greece 
resonate in modernity, and our encounters with these texts and ideas may even 
lead toward an understanding of the challenging views of the world and 
ourselves that literature provides. 
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LIT  230 99 2276   Ancient Lit-Exp of Living Past Davis 

LIT  232 98 2279   Modern Literature: Breaking with Tradition Grewe 

LIT  233 01 1514 MW 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

American Stories Long 

LIT  233 02 2280 Th 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

American Stories Carbonell 
We’ll begin with the stories (in verse and prose) of indigenous peoples—those 
who occupied these native grounds before the “first” settlers arrived from 
Europe. We’ll continue to follow the work of Native American writers into the 
21st century as we add other voices, particularly those who question what it 
means to be an “American,” a citizen, and / or an immigrant. Our authors will 
include those who define and glorify what we might call mainstream versions of 
national identity, but we will give equal time to writers who raise passionate 
objections to the inequalities at the core of American life.  

LIT  233 04 2282 MW 5:55PM 
7:10PM 

American Stories Long 

LIT  233 98 24230   American Stories Cipriani 

LIT  233 99 2283   American Stories Cipriani 

LIT  237 01 1515 M 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Literature as Witness Huse 
Literature of the Vietnam War 
The topic for this course is the literature and film of the Vietnam War, a conflict 
that began in the 1950s and concluded with the Fall of Saigon in 1975. We will 
analyze representations of military combat from several perspectives, including 
those of American soldiers and journalists, North Vietnamese nationalists, and 
Vietnamese-American immigrants. To better understand these works, we will 
learn about Communism in Asia, Cold War proxy wars, the role of intelligence 
agencies, decolonization, and the refugee crisis ensuing from the American 
and South Vietnamese defeat. We will also explore the artistic challenges of 
describing a guerrilla war against an often-invisible enemy and of depicting 
characters with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. 
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LIT  237 02 2284 W 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Literature as Witness Gibson 
This course investigates how literature can represent, engage and reflect          
issues and events in their historical period and geographic location. Examining           
the ways in which literature can narrate historical events, you will explore the             
connection of literary genre, form, and the stylistic choices authors interject in            
their characters, plots and themes. The specific theme driving this course is the             
importance of intellect in the worlds of the characters.  
Education for some is a quest, for some it is linked to a tradition of humanity                
and wisdom, for some it is the quest for a people to acknowledge their ability to                
think and determine their own destiny, and for others it is their passport to              
arrogance and superiority.  

LIT  237 06 3591 W 9:25AM 
10:40AM 

Literature as Witness Gibson 
This course investigates how literature can represent, engage and reflect          
issues and events in their historical period and geographic location. Examining           
the ways in which literature can narrate historical events, you will explore the             
connection of literary genre, form, and the stylistic choices authors interject in            
their characters, plots and themes. The specific theme driving this course is the             
importance of intellect in the worlds of the characters.  
Education for some is a quest, for some it is linked to a tradition of humanity                
and wisdom, for some it is the quest for a people to acknowledge their ability to                
think and determine their own destiny, and for others it is their passport to              
arrogance and superiority.  

LIT  237 07 2286 Tu 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Literature as Witness Yukins 

LIT  237 09 2287 Tu 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Literature as Witness Yukins 

LIT  237 10 3335 M 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Literature as Witness Huse 
Literature of the Vietnam War 
The topic for this course is the literature and film of the Vietnam War, a conflict 
that began in the 1950s and concluded with the Fall of Saigon in 1975. We will 
analyze representations of military combat from several perspectives, including 
those of American soldiers and journalists, North Vietnamese nationalists, and 
Vietnamese-American immigrants. To better understand these works, we will 
learn about Communism in Asia, Cold War proxy wars, the role of intelligence 
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agencies, decolonization, and the refugee crisis ensuing from the American 
and South Vietnamese defeat. We will also explore the artistic challenges of 
describing a guerrilla war against an often-invisible enemy and of depicting 
characters with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. 

LIT  237 98 24230   Literature as Witness McKible 
We will explore how writers respond to, remember, and challenge two large 
scale atrocities: the enslavement of African Americans and the genocide of 
Jews during the Holocaust. We will also examine how recent writers revisit and 
revise previous texts and the historical record. The semester begins with 
Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861), one of the most 
important slave narratives of the nineteenth century, and Anne Frank’s 
Holocaust text, Diary of a Young Girl (1947). We will then read Philip Roth’s 
The Ghost Writer (1979) and Shalom Auslander’s Hope: A Tragedy (2012), 
which make surprising use of Frank’s Diary; and we will also read two 
neo-slave narratives,  Sherley Anne Williams’s Dessa Rose (1986) and Colson 
Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad (2016). Through this variety of genres 
and perspectives, we will examine some of the ways that literature can bear 
witness to history.  

LIT  237 99 2283   Literature as Witness McKible 
We will explore how writers respond to, remember, and challenge two large 
scale atrocities: the enslavement of African Americans and the genocide of 
Jews during the Holocaust. We will also examine how recent writers revisit and 
revise previous texts and the historical record. The semester begins with 
Harriet Jacobs’s Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1861), one of the most 
important slave narratives of the nineteenth century, and Anne Frank’s 
Holocaust text, Diary of a Young Girl (1947). We will then read Philip Roth’s 
The Ghost Writer (1979) and Shalom Auslander’s Hope: A Tragedy (2012), 
which make surprising use of Frank’s Diary; and we will also read two 
neo-slave narratives,  Sherley Anne Williams’s Dessa Rose (1986) and Colson 
Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad (2016). Through this variety of genres 
and perspectives, we will examine some of the ways that literature can bear 
witness to history.  

LIT  239 99 3310   Science in the Making Coppola  
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LIT  241 01 63723 Th 4:30PM 
5:45PM 

Murder on Screen and Stage Escher 

LIT  241 03 24239 Th 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Murder on Screen and Stage Escher 

LIT  241 98 2936   Murder on Screen and Stage Narkunas 

LIT  241 99 2907   Murder on Screen and Stage Narkunas 

LIT  260 01 2290 W 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Introduction to Literary Study Gray 
Introduction to Literary Study teaches the skills needed to study literature with 
understanding and pleasure. In this course, you will learn strategies for reading, 
interpreting, criticizing, and writing about complex literary works.  Students will 
ascertain the defining characteristics of literary genres, develop a working 
vocabulary of literary terms, and advance your ability to write critical essays on 
literary texts through the study of short stories, poetry, plays, and the novel. 
The theme of this course will be race. As such, we will read poetry, plays, short 
stories and a novel that engage with race as both a political and an aesthetic 
category. 

LIT  260 02 2289 W 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Introduction to Literary Study Gray 
Introduction to Literary Study teaches the skills needed to study literature with 
understanding and pleasure. In this course, you will learn strategies for reading, 
interpreting, criticizing, and writing about complex literary works.  Students will 
ascertain the defining characteristics of literary genres, develop a working 
vocabulary of literary terms, and advance your ability to write critical essays on 
literary texts through the study of short stories, poetry, plays, and the novel. 
The theme of this course will be race. As such, we will read poetry, plays, short 
stories and a novel that engage with race as both a political and an aesthetic 
category. 
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LIT  260 05 2291 Th 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Introduction to Literary Study Reitz 
As an “Introduction,” LIT 260 introduces you to the skills needed to understand 
and analyze any work of literature. It also invites you to understand the 
conversation that literary works have with one another across time and 
cultures. This course will do these things while also asking you to think about 
forms of national meaning and belonging, with an emphasis on how the 
individual (the citizen, the tourist, the refugee, across races, genders, and 
stages of life) lives in and through those forms. Texts will include works by 
Langston Hughes, Jamaica Kincaid, Leslie Marmon Silko, Chang-Rae Lee, 
Claudia Rankine, Marjane Satrapi, and Walt Whitman. 

LIT  260 06 2672 Th 4:30 PM 
5:45 PM 

Introduction to Literary Study Reitz 
As an “Introduction,” LIT 260 introduces you to the skills needed to understand 
and analyze any work of literature. It also invites you to understand the 
conversation that literary works have with one another across time and 
cultures.  This course will do these things while also asking you to think about 
forms of national meaning and belonging, with an emphasis on how the 
individual (the citizen, the tourist, the refugee, across races, genders, and 
stages of life) lives in and through those forms. Texts will include works by 
Langston Hughes, Jamaica Kincaid, Leslie Marmon Silko, Chang-Rae Lee, 
Claudia Rankine, Marjane Satrapi, and Walt Whitman. 

LIT  265 01 3592 MW 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Foundations of U.S. Latinx Literature  

LIT  282 01 3312 W 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Gender and Sexuality in US Latinx Literature Perez 
This course will study the representations of gender and sexuality in Latinx 
literature, poetry, drama, and essays. Students will examine the social 
construction of gender and sexuality, their variations within different Latinx 
communities, and their relationship to race and class. We will also examine 
Latina feminism as a critical approach to the study of power and justice in 
American society.  We will take an interdisciplinary approach exploring music 
and paintings to deepen our analysis of the texts we read.  Books for the 
course will include a novel and a series of short readings: John Rechy The City 
of Night; Rhina Espaillat Her Place in These Designs; Justin Torres We the 
Animals; Junot Diaz This is How You Lose Her; Carmen Maria Machado Her 
Body and Other Parties; Eduardo Corral Slow Lightning. 
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LIT  286 01 2987 F 3:05 PM 
5:45 PM 

The Horror Film Davies 

LIT  300 01 61548 M 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Text and Context Mills 

LIT  300 03 3449 W 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Text and Context Schlutz 
A Monster’s Literary History 
Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein is created from other texts, much like the 
famous monster that haunts its pages is stitched together from parts of many 
other bodies. Prominent among the texts that inform the novel are books by 
Shelley’s parents, the political thinkers and writers William Godwin and Mary 
Wollstonecraft. Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning Political Justice argued for 
radical political reform in Britain in the wake of the French Revolution. His first 
novel, Caleb Williams, published a year later, put his political ideas to the test 
and made him a literary sensation. Mary Wollstonecraft not only wrote A 
Vindication of the Rights of Woman, but was a novelist as well. In her 
unfinished novel Maria, the heroine finds herself unable to realize any rights in 
a society profoundly rigged against her. Mary Shelley read her parents’ writings 
closely as she composed her classic Gothic story. In this course we will look at 
these texts as contexts for each other, and as telling an interconnected story in 
a period of British history marked by enormous political, cultural, and social 
change. 

LIT  305 01 1452 M 9:25AM 
10:40AM 

Foundation Literature & Law Tung 
How are Literature and the Law connected? Not even the experts agree, and 
we will do our own exploring in the margins of law and violence. We will 
examine how outsiders are portrayed through legal and literary models of 
intolerance. We will look at the ways Others are excluded by using the “rule of 
law” against the spirit of law itself. We will read Supreme Court cases and ask 
hard questions, such as, can laws be unjust? We will examine the conflict 
between human and divine justice in Old Testament stories of violence and 
Dante’s Inferno. We will look at “othering” in Shakespeare, where European 
mankind is pitted against others depicted as monstrous. We will also read 
today’s stories about a 13-year old Native-American boy, who resorts to 
extreme measures to get justice for his mother’s brutal rape, and about how a 
whole town is guilty of the “honor killing” of an innocent man. And we will ask, 
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what it means to be human, in dire circumstances, when the meaning of law is 
questionable. 

LIT  305 02 24240 F 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Foundation Literature & Law Perrone 
This course will give students the tools to think and write effectively about the 
emerging interdisciplinary field of literature and the law. We will identify and 
question the basic rules and assumptions of both literature and the law, 
and examine the ways in which the two disciplines converge and diverge. 
Topics may include: literature and law as narrative systems; acts of 
interpretation; the status of facts; literature as a point of resistance to the law; 
the role of persuasion in law and storytelling; reading law as literature. 

LIT  305 99 2522   Foundation Literature & Law Barleben 

LIT  326 01 1517 M 9:25AM 
10:40AM 

Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Giordani 

LIT  326 02 2295 MW 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Kaplowitz 

LIT  326 05 2298 M 8:00 AM 
9:15 AM 

Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Giordani 

LIT  326 06 2523 MW 12:15PM 
1:30 PM 

Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Kaplowitz 

LIT  326 07 2673 Th 5:55 PM 
7:10 PM 

Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Hendrick 

LIT  326 96 2296   Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature  

LIT  326 97 2814   Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Mills 

LIT  326 98 2674   Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Barleben 

LIT  326 99 2299   Crime, Punishment and Justice in Literature Barleben 
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LIT  327 01 1516 M 8:00 AM 
9:15 AM 

Crime/Punishment/Justice Tung 

LIT  327 02 2305 Tu 9:25AM 
10:40AM 

Crime/Punishment/Justice Coppola 

LIT  327 03 2306 Tu 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Crime/Punishment/Justice Alpert 

LIT  327 05 2308 Tu 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Crime/Punishment/Justice Coppola 

LIT  327 07 2309 Th 12:15PM 
1:30PM 

Crime/Punishment/Justice Hendrick 

LIT  327 08 61549 Th 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Crime/Punishment/Justice  Hendrick 

LIT  327 96 2307   Crime/Punishment/Justice Davis 

LIT  327 97 2310   Crime/Punishment/Justice  

LIT  327 98 2311   Crime/Punishment/Justice Majeske 
In this class we will be reading tremendously exciting stories about various 
crimes and how they are punished. The course reading  will include two novels 
(Anatomy of a Murder & To Kill a Mockingbird), one longish short story 
(Witness for the Prosecution), and two plays (Inherit the Wind & Judgment at 
Nuremberg), all of which contain at their core a criminal trial, or jury 
deliberations following such a trial. All of these works were turned into first-rate 
movies in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s—and you will be watching all of 
these movies and comparing these cinematic versions to the original written 
texts! 

LIT  327 99 2312   Crime/Punishment/Justice Majeske 
In this class we will be reading tremendously exciting stories about various 
crimes and how they are punished. The course reading  will include two novels 
(Anatomy of a Murder & To Kill a Mockingbird), one longish short story 
(Witness for the Prosecution), and two plays (Inherit the Wind & Judgment at 
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Nuremberg), all of which contain at their core a criminal trial, or jury 
deliberations following such a trial. All of these works were turned into first-rate 
movies in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s—and you will be watching all of 
these movies and comparing these cinematic versions to the original written 
texts! 

LIT  329 01 61550 M 3:05 PM 
5:45 PM 

Documentary Film and Media Davies 

LIT  357 01 61551 W 4:30 PM 
5:45 PM 

Latinx Street Literature Perez 
Violence of Language: U.S. Latinx Street Literature 
This course will explore the ways in which "street life" creates avenues for self, 
social, and historical knowledge through literary expression. The narrative 
challenge for U.S. Latinx writers is to take a language of the everyday and 
reshape it into a literary form. Several questions will impel and inform our 
readings: How does street language translate into poetics? What constitutes 
knowledge in and of the street? Where does street literature fit within canonical 
American aesthetics?  We will take an interdisciplinary approach exploring 
music (reggeaton and hip hop) and paintings (graffiti/street art) to deepen our 
analysis of the texts we read. Books for the course will include: Piri Thomas 
Down These Mean Streets; Miguel Pinero Outlaw; Mayra Yxta Murray Locas; 
Junot Diaz Drown; Elizabeth Acevedo The Poet X. 

LLS 
counts as a 
historical 
perspective 
course 

364 01  MW 5:55PM 
7:10PM 

Ethical Strains in U.S. Latinx Literature Perez 
This course will use Latinx literature to examine the beliefs that instruct 
individuals' moral judgments and actions. Through a range of literary texts 
students will discuss the social and political issues that confront Latinx 
communities: the psychological consequences of colonialism; the moral 
dilemmas surrounding immigration; the epistemological violence of racism and 
sexism; and the cultural norms that inform or constrain personal conduct. 
Specific topics will vary based on the instructor's specialization and will cover a 
range of theoretical approaches to the study of moral inquiry in Latinx literature. 
We will take an interdisciplinary approach exploring music and paintings to 
deepen our analysis of the texts we read.  Books for the course will include: 
Cecile Pineda Face; Alfredo Vea Gods Go Begging; Rhina Espaillat Her Place 
in These Designs; Junot Diaz The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao; Cristina 
Enriquez The Book of Unknown Americans. 
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LIT  370 02 61552 M 10:50AM 
12:05PM 

Topics in Ancient Literature Huse [Writing Intensive] 
Topics in Ancient Literature gives students insight into the myth, religion, 
politics, culture and aesthetics of the ancient Greek and Roman worlds. 
Subjects include topics such as oral vs. written culture, democracy in literature, 
outlaws in the ancient world; themes such as fate, heroism, love, and war; and 
genres such as tragedy, comedy, lyric, and epic. This semester we will focus 
on the role of the foreign, the exotic, and the strange in the Classics. 

LIT  370 98 1453   Topics in Ancient Literature Powers 
Plague and the City 
This course will examine the devastating plague that struck ancient Athens in 
430 BCE. We will read ancient drama, history, and medical texts to study the 
plague and the ancient Athenian association between drama, healing, and the 
city. To enrich our understanding of the ancient texts, we will relate our 
readings to life in the city today, as we study and discuss the reception of the 
ancient plague in its historical context as well as its representation in modern 
art, contemporary theater, and several articles in periodicals about the current 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

LIT  370 99 61554   Topics in Ancient Literature Powers 
Plague and the City 
This course will examine the devastating plague that struck ancient Athens in 
430 BCE. We will read ancient drama, history, and medical texts to study the 
plague and the ancient Athenian association between drama, healing, and the 
city. To enrich our understanding of the ancient texts, we will relate our 
readings to life in the city today, as we study and discuss the reception of the 
ancient plague in its historical context as well as its representation in modern 
art, contemporary theater, and several articles in periodicals about the current 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

LIT 372 02 2317 Th 9:25AM 
10:40AM 

Topics in Early Modern Literature Escher 
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LIT 374 01 61557 MW 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Topics in 19th Century Literature Long 
Dickinson & Whitman  
"Dickinson & Whitman" will focus on reading, interpreting, and evaluating two of 
America’s greatest poets, Walt Whitman and Emily Dickinson. Alongside the 
poems of Whitman and Dickinson are critical commentaries by three prominent 
scholars of Whitman & Dickinson: Ed Folsom, Christopher Merrill, and Helen 
Vendler. Their commentaries will inform, at least initially, much of class 
conversations and attempts at commentary. Topics under consideration will 
include race, creativity, equality, and (im)mortality, among others. 

LIT 374 02 3311 Tu 12:15 PM 
1:30 PM 

Topics in 19th Century Literature Kapstein 
Victorian Secrets 
You’ve heard of Charles Dickens, but did you know he had a secret mistress? 
You’ve been told the Victorian were repressed, but did you know they were 
obsessed with sex? In this semester’s Topics in 19th Century Literature we’ll be 
reading a set of classic Victorian novels for the ways in which they conceal and 
reveal the secrets of the age, of their characters, and of their authors. 
Alongside the primary texts, we’ll read secondary sources including 
contemporary reviews of the novels, contextualizing background, and modern 
literary theory. A sampling of theoretical approaches, including queer theory, 
legal studies, and psychology, has been chosen so as to suggest a range of 
possible approaches for the culminating project of the semester, an original 
research paper. 

LIT 400 01 2319 W 10:50 AM 
12:05 PM 

Senior Seminar in Literature Burleigh 
Tales Untold 
This senior seminar in literature asks not only why we tell stories, but also how 
and why we retell them in different forms—and why some stories don’t get told 
at all. 

Students will select a little-known historical incident or document, read and 
research various depictions and interpretations of that incident and the cultural 
context in which it occurred, and then write a final project that draws on both 
this research and our own class discussions of narrative. This final project will 
either retell that story in a new way or, for those of you who aren’t creative 
writing fans, explain how and why people have told and retold (or not) this 
particular story, and why that matters. In either case, students will be asked to 
draw on the skills they have developed as careful thinkers, readers, 
researchers, and writers, as they work with the raw materials of historical 
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narrative to better understand the way such narratives affect their own lives, 
and to learn how to frame and shape those narratives themselves. 

The first third of the class will focus on theories of narrative applied to a 
shared text, in order to understand what kinds of choices people make in the 
telling of tales; the second third will involve students’ independent research into 
their historical incident, and the final third will emphasize peer workshops of 
students’ final projects as part of the process of drafting and revising. 

LIT 400 02 3871 Tu 3:05 PM 
4:20 PM 

Senior Seminar in Literature Majumdar 
Why Literature? What’s in a novel that’s not in a newspaper? We will ask and 
answer this question by exploring texts from disparate historical periods and 
geographical contexts especially focused on issues of justice, morality, and the 
law. Assignments will include short response papers, in-class presentations, 
and a longer research paper. 

 


